We propose a practical model for named entity recognition (NER) that combines word and character-level information with a specific learned representation of the prefixes and suffixes of the word. We apply this approach to multilingual and multi-domain NER and show that it achieves state of the art results on the CoNLL 2002 Spanish and Dutch and CoNLL 2003 German NER datasets, consistently achieving 1.5-2.3 percent over the state of the art without relying on any dictionary features. Additionally, we show improvement on SemEval 2013 task 9.1 DrugNER, achieving state of the art results on the MedLine dataset and the second best results overall (-1.3% from state of the art). We also establish a new benchmark on the I2B2 2010 Clinical NER dataset with 84.70 F-score.
Introduction
Named entity recognition (NER), or identifying the specific named entities (eg. person, location, organization etc) in a text, is a precursor to other information extraction tasks such as event extraction. The oldest and perhaps most common approach to NER is based on dictionary lookups, and indeed, when the resources are available, this is very useful (e.g., Uzuner et al., 2011) . However, hand-crafting these lexicons is time-consuming and expensive and so these resources are often either unavailable or sparse for many domains and languages.
Neural network (NN) approaches to NER, on the other hand, do not necessitate these resources, and additionally do not require complex feature engineering, which can also be very costly and may not port well from domain to domain and language to language. Commonly, these NN architectures for NER include a learned representation of individual words as well as an encoding of the word's characters. However, neither of these representations makes explicit use of the semantics of sub-word units, i.e., morphemes.
Here we propose a simple neural network architecture that learns a custom representation for affixes, allowing for a richer semantic representation of words and allowing the model to better approximate the meaning of words not seen during training 1 . While a full morphological analysis might bring further benefits, to ease re-implementation we take advantage of the Zipfian distribution of language and focus here on a simple approximation of morphemes as high-frequency prefixes and suffixes. Our approach thus requires no language-specific affix lexicon or morphological tools.
Our contributions are:
1. We propose a simple yet robust extension of current neural NER approaches that allows us to learn a representation for prefixes and suffixes of words. We employ an inexpensive and language-independent method to approximate affixes of a given language using n-gram frequencies. This extension is able to be applied directly to new languages and domains without any additional resource requirements and it allows for a more compositional, and hence richer, representation of words.
2. We demonstrate the utility of including a dedicated representation for affixes. Our model shows as much as a 2.3% F1 improvement over an recurrent neural network model with only words and characters, demonstrating that what our model learns about affixes is complementary to a recurrent layer over characters. We find filtering to high-frequency affixes is essential, as simply using all word-boundary character trigrams degrades performance in some cases.
3. We establish a new state-of-the-art for Spanish, Dutch, and German NER, and MedLine drug NER. Additionally, we achieve near state-of-the-art performance in English NER and DrugBank drug NER, despite using no external dictionaries.
Related Work
Recent neural network (RNN) state of the art techniques for NER have proposed a basic two-layered RNN architecture, first over characters of a word and second over the words of a sentence (Ma and Hovy, 2016; Lample et al., 2016) . Many variants of such approaches have been introduced, e.g., to model multilingual NER (Gillick et al., 2016) or to incorporate transfer-learning (Yang et al., 2016) . Such approaches have typically relied on just the words and characters, though Chiu and Nichols (2016) showed that incorporating dictionary and orthography-based features in such neural networks improves English NER. In other domains such as DrugNER, dictionary features are extensively used for NER (Segura Bedmar et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2015) , but relying on these resources limits the languages and domains in which an approach can operate, hence we propose a model that does not use external dictionary resources. Morphological features were highly effective in named entity recognizers before neural networks became the new state-of-the-art. For example, prefix and suffix features were used by several of the original systems submitted to CoNLL 2002 (Sang, 2002; Cucerzan and Yarowsky, 2002 ) and 2003 (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003 as well as by systems for NER in biomedical texts (Saha et al., 2009) . We have used prefix and suffix features by filtering our trigrams based on frequency, which better approximate the true affixes of the language. We show in Section 5 that our filtered set of trigram affixes performs better than simply adding all beginning and ending trigrams. Bian et al. (2014) incorporated both affix and syllable information into their learned word representations. The Fasttext word embeddings (Bojanowski et al., 2017) represent each word as a bag of n-grams and thus incorporate sub-word information. Here, we provide explicit representation for only the high-frequency n-grams and learn a task-specific semantic representation of them. We show in Section 5 that including all n-grams reduces performance.
Other sub-word units, such as phonemes (from Epitran 2 -a tool for transliterating orthographic text as International Phonetic Alphabet), have also been found to be useful for NER (Bharadwaj et al., 2016) . Tkachenko and Simanovsky (2012) explored contributions of various features, including affixes, on the CoNLL 2003 dataset. Additionally, morpheme dictionaries have been effective in developing features for NER tasks in languages like Japanese (Sasano and Kurohashi, 2008) , Turkish (Yeniterzi, 2011) , Chinese (Gao et al., 2005) , and Arabic (Maloney and Niv, 1998) . However, such morphological features have not yet been integrated into the new neural network models for NER.
Approach
We consider affixes at the beginnings and ends of words as sub-word features for NER. Our base model is similar to Lample et al. (2016) where we apply an long short term memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) layer over the characters of a word and then concatenate the output with a word embedding to create a word representation that combines both character-level and word-level information. Then, another layer of LSTM is applied over these word representations to make word-by-word predictions at the sentence level. Our proposed model augments this Lample et al. (2016) architecture with a learned representation of the n-gram prefixes and suffixes of each word.
Collecting Approximate Affixes
We consider all n-gram prefixes and suffixes of words in our training corpus, and select only those whose frequency is above a threshold, T , as frequent prefixes and suffixes should be more likely to behave like true morphemes of a language.To determine the n-gram size, n, and the frequency threshold, T , we experimented with various combinations of n = 2, 3, 4 and T = 10, 15, 20, 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200 by filtering affixes accordingly and evaluating our model (described below) on the CoNLL 2002 and CoNLL 2003 validation data. The best and consistent parameter setting over all 4 languages was n = 3 (three character affixes) and T = 50 (affixes that occurred at least 50 times in the training data). We have used n = 3 and T = 10 for DrugNER after getting best performance with this threshold on val- : Architecture of our approach. We concatenate a learned representation for our approximated affixes (shown in brown) to a Bi-LSTM encoding of the characters (in blue) and the learned representation of the word itself (in green). This is then passed through another Bi-LSTM and CRF to produce the named entity tags.
idation data and we have used T = 20 for I2B2 NER dataset.
Model and Hyper-parameters
Our proposed model, shown in Figure 1 , has separate embeddings for characters, prefixes, suffixes, and words. First, a character embedding maps each of the characters of a word to a dense vector. Then a bidirectional-LSTM (Bi-LSTM) layer is passed over the character embeddings to produce a single vector for each word. The output of this Bi-LSTM layer is concatenated with embeddings for the prefix, suffix, and the word itself, and this concatenation is the final representation of the word. Then the representations of each word in the sentence are passed through another Bi-LSTM layer, followed by a conditional random field (CRF) layer, to produce the begin-inside-outside (BIO) named entity tags. We randomly initialized character, prefix and suffix affix embeddings. We used Fasttext 300-dimension word embeddings (Bojanowski et al., 2017) for Spanish, Dutch CoNLL 2002 and German language CoNLL 2003. We experimented with 300-dimension Fasttext embeddings and 100-dimension Glove embeddings for CoNLL 2003 English data and saw no appreciable differences (± 0.2%). Thus, we report scores with 100-dimension Glove embeddings due to the reduced training time and fewer parameters. We used 300 dimension Pubmed word embeddings (Pyysalo et al., 2013) for DrugNER and I2B2 clinical NER. Across all evaluations in the Section 4, we use the same hyperparameter settings: Character embedding size = 50; prefix embedding size = 30; suffix embedding size = 30; hidden size for LSTM layer over characters = 25; hidden size for LSTM layer over [prefix, suffix, word, LSTM(characters)] = 50; maximum number of epochs = 200; early stopping = 30 (i.e., if no improvement in 30 epochs, stop); dropout value = 0.55, applied after concatenating character LSTM representation, word embedding and affix embedding; learning rate (LR) = 0.15; LR decay rate= 0.99; optimizer = SGD; and batch size = 100 (for all datasets except Dutch = 80).
Experiments
We evaluate our model across multiple languages and domains.
Multilingual Datasets
To evaluate on the CoNLL 2002 and 2003 test sets, we trained our model on the combined training + validation data with the general hyper-parameter set from Section 3.2. Since on the validation data, the majority of our models terminated their training between 100 and 150 epochs, we report two models trained on the combined training + validation data: one after 100 epochs, and one after 150 epochs.
We Table 2 : DrugNER results with official evaluation script on test dataset consisting of MedLine (ML) (80.10% of the total test data) and DrugBank (DB) test data (19.90 % of the total test data). We report precision (P), recall (R), and F1-score.
Clinical and Drug NER
To prove the effectiveness of our proposed model in multiple domains, we also evaluated our model on the SemEval 2013 task 9.1 DrugNER dataset (Segura Bedmar et al., 2013) and the I2B2 clinical NER dataset (Uzuner et al., 2011) .
We first converted these datasets into CoNLL BIO format and then evaluated the performance with CoNLL script. We have also evaluated DrugNER performance with the official evaluation script (Segura Bedmar et al., 2013) 3 after converting it to the required format. These results are given in Table 2 . The SemEval 2013 task 9.1 DrugNER dataset is composed of two parts: the MedLine test data which consists of 520 sentences and 382 entities, and the DrugBank test data which consists of 145 sentences and 303 entities. We outperform Liu et al. (2015) by 0.75% and Rocktäschel et al. (2013) by 10.90% on MedLine test dataset. On the overall dataset, we outperform Liu et al.'s dictionary-free model and Rocktäschel et al. by at least 6.50 percent. Again, this shows the benefit from allowing the model to learn a representation of affixes as well as of words and characters. Overall, we achieved the second best result after Liu et al. (2015) but get state of the art results on MedLine test dataset which is 80.10% of the total test data. On the I2B2 NER dataset (Uzuner et al., 2011; Unanue et al., 2017) in the BIO format, we evaluated our approach using the CoNLL 2003 evaluation script. Our final model achieves 84.70 F-score, a gain of 3.68% as compared to the base model without affixes (81.02%) and a gain of 0.67 % over the model of Unanue et al. (2017 using CoNLL evaluation script. We have reported precision (P), recall (R), and F1-score.
Analysis
To better understand the performance of our model, we conducted several analyses on the English CoNLL 2003 dataset.
To determine if the performance gains were truly due to the affix embeddings, and not simply due to having more model parameters, we re-ran our base model (without affixes), increasing the character embeddings from 25 to 55 to match the increase of 30 of our affix embeddings. This model's F-score (90.28%) was similar to the original base model (90.24%), and was more than a half a point below our model with affixes (90.86%).
To determine the contribution of filtering our affixes based on frequency (as compared to simply using all word-boundary n-grams) we ran our model with the full set of affixes found in training. The performance without filtering (89.87% F1) was even lower than the base model without affixes (90.24% F1), which demonstrates that filtering based on frequency is beneficial for affix selection.
Conclusion
Our results across multiple languages and domains show that sub-word features such as prefixes and suffixes are complementary to character and word-level information. Our straight-forward and language-independent approach shows performance gains compared to other neural systems for NER, achieving a new state of the art on Spanish, Dutch, and German NER as well as the MedLine portion of DrugNER, despite our lack of dictionary resources. Additionally, we also achieve 3.67% improvement in the I2B2 clinical NER dataset which points towards potential applications in biomedical NER. While our model proposes a very simple idea of using filtered affixes as an approximation of morphemes, we suggest there are further gains to be had with better methods for deriving true morphemes (e.g., the supervised neural model of Luong et al., 2013) . We leave this exploration to future work.
